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Aerodynamic Performance of Extended Formation Flight

S. Andrew Ning*, Tristan C. Flanzer*, and Ilan M. Kroo†

Stanford University, Stanford, CA, 94305

The aerodynamic benefits of formation flight have been known for nearly a century. However, these benefits have yet to be realized in a commercial environment in part due to the hazards associated with close formation flight. This paper explores a more practical approach to formation flight called extended formation flight, which takes advantage of the persistence of cruise wakes and extends the streamwise spacing between the aircraft by at least ten spans. Induced drag savings are estimated in an incompressible analysis considering the effects of wake rollup, vortex decay, vortex instabilities, vortex motion, atmospheric turbulence and stratification, and stochastic behavior. Extended formations are found to be unpractical for streamwise spacings larger than about 50 spans between each aircraft. For spacings around 10 to 40 spans, with low to moderately-low atmospheric turbulence, a two aircraft formation has a maximum induced drag reduction of $30 \pm 3\%$, while a three aircraft formation has a maximum induced drag reduction of $40 \pm 6\%$. At these distances, aircraft tracking error is the most significant contribution to the variation in drag savings. Studies of transonic effects, ride quality concerns, and control and sensing strategies are necessary to further evaluate the potential of extended formation flight.

Nomenclature

\begin{itemize}
  \item $A$ area
  \item $a$ core radius
  \item $AR$ aspect ratio
  \item $AR_0$ aspect ratio based on vortex spacing $b_0$
  \item $b$ wingspan
  \item $b_0$ initial spacing between the vortices
  \item $C_L$ lift coefficient
  \item $g$ acceleration of gravity
  \item $k$ perturbation wavenumber
  \item $N$ Brunt-Väisälä frequency
  \item $q$ rms turbulent velocity
  \item $r$ radius
  \item $t$ time
  \item $w$ vertical component of velocity
  \item $w_0$ initial descent rate of vortex pair ($\frac{\Gamma_0}{2\pi b_0}$)
  \item $x$ streamwise position
  \item $y$ lateral position
  \item $z$ vertical position
\end{itemize}

Symbols

\begin{itemize}
  \item $\delta$ lateral spacing between inner vortices
  \item $\epsilon$ eddy dissipation rate
  \item $\Gamma$ circulation strength
\end{itemize}
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I. Introduction

Aerodynamicists and biologists have long recognized the benefit of formation flight. Wieselsberger was the first to attempt to quantify the aerodynamic advantages of formation flying. Using newly developed ideas from Prandtl’s lifting line theory, he represented three birds in a diagonal formation using horseshoe vortices and showed a corresponding reduction in induced drag due to the influence of the bound and trailing vortices. Conceptually, formation flight can be understood by looking at the counter-rotating vortices generated by a finite wing. A second bird, properly positioned outboard of one of these vortices, benefits from the rising air of the upstream vortex and experiences a reduction in the power required to fly. Lissaman and Shollenberger published theoretical results that predicted a flock of 25 birds has a 71% greater range than a single bird. For the last few decades, Hummel has published a number of papers that confirmed and expanded upon earlier findings by using both classical aerodynamic theory and experiment. More recently, biologists have confirmed that pelicans exhibit reduced heartrate while in formation, providing further evidence of its benefits.

The application of formation flight to aircraft has received considerable attention as well. This is especially true in the last ten years as advancements in technology have enabled the use of precision navigation and control to maintain formations. The aerodynamics have been studied using both analytic and experimental techniques. Analytic treatments have ranged from representing aircraft with single horseshoe vortices to using vortex lattice codes. Experiments have included wind tunnel testing as well as flight tests. Flight tests confirm that significant reductions in drag are achievable. The most serious flight test program to date was funded by NASA as part its Revolutionary Concepts Program. Despite being canceled midway through due to budgetary constraints, the goal of at least a 10% drag reduction was surpassed, with data indicating that a 15-20% reduction in drag had been achieved for the trailing aircraft. Recent system level analyses of formation flight have demonstrated that a 13% reduction in fuel burn is achievable under a realistic commercial scenario. Comparisons between experiment and low order codes have shown fairly good agreement in the basic trends and magnitude of induced drag savings for close formation flight.

Close formation flight, however, is of limited applicability to commercial aviation. Commercial aircraft flying within a few spans of each other at cruise speeds, present an unacceptably high risk of collision. Our concept of extended formations helps to ameliorate the dangers of close proximity flying. Extended formations are separated in the streamwise direction by more than ten spans. This allows the formations to fly at safer separation distances, yet still retain most of the benefit of formation flying. While close formation flight has received much attention in the literature, this concept of extended formation flight has not.

Munk’s stagger theorem suggests that the total induced drag of the formation should not change as the streamwise separation is increased, but the large separation distances of extended formation flight violate some of the theorem’s assumptions. At large distances, considerations such as circulation decay and vortex instability become important effects to be considered. This paper attempts to quantify the aerodynamic benefits of flying in formation at these large separation distances.

This paper is not meant to be as a comprehensive analysis of the benefits of extended formation flight, or an evaluation of its practicality in a commercial aviation environment. There are other considerations such as transonic effects, handling and ride quality issues due to flying through a dynamic wake and through “dirty” fluid, control and sensing requirements and limitations, and other logistical questions that still need to be evaluated. Further, the analysis does not attempt to estimate fuel burn savings or even total drag savings, only the induced drag savings of each formation is evaluated. A more complete drag assessment would require higher fidelity analyses for particular configurations, especially for those that fly at transonic
speeds. The intent of this paper is to propose a safer alternative to close formation flight and evaluate its primary aerodynamic benefits. This study estimates the induced drag savings of formations of aircraft in the presence of uncertainty in model parameters, variation in atmospheric properties, and limitations of positioning accuracy. Further, it examines the extent of streamwise separation that may be practically utilized for extended formations. It should be emphasized that all induced drag savings are reported for the formation as a whole, and not for any individual aircraft.

The paper is divided into three sections. The first section discusses the methods used to quantify the aerodynamic benefits of extended formation flight in a realistic environment. The second section discusses results for a two aircraft formation, and several different three aircraft formations. The final section assesses which factors contribute most to the variation in induced drag savings.

II. Methods

The development of wakes behind aircraft has been studied extensively by researchers for decades. Airport capacity is constrained by FAA spacing requirements, rules that have been set due to the danger of unexpected wake vortex encounters. Consequently, a great deal of effort in understanding wake behavior has occurred. This paper leverages that previous work, which is of interest in the case of extended formation flight.

In order to study some of the performance benefits and limitations of extended formation flight we include the effects of wake rollup, viscous decay, vortex instabilities, and vortex propagation due to induced velocities and turbulent gusts. The details of the various methods are described in the following sections. An incompressible analysis is used as it is assumed sufficient to show many of the trends. However, for practical application many of the compressible effects cannot be ignored. As an example, the amount of aileron deflection allowed to trim the aircraft while in formation will likely be limited by buffet requirements at cruise speeds. These transonic effects may require the aircraft to fly further from the optimal location for induced drag savings, the use of spanwise load tailoring, or a complete redesign of the wing.

A. Wake Rollup

As a consequence of a non-uniform spanwise lift distribution, the vortex sheet shed from the trailing edge of a finite wing rolls up from its initially flat configuration. In close formation flight, a flat wake model is appropriate for many applications because the true wake deviates only slightly from the idealized flat wake. However, in extended formation flight, this model is likely to be inadequate because of the larger streamwise separation between aircraft. Wake rollup is a complex process, but the separation distances in extended formation flight are large enough that we need not be concerned with the intermediate stages of the rollup process. Typically the wake behind an aircraft is considered completely rolled up within a few spans. Since we are interested in steady cruise conditions with separation distances more than a few spans, we can apply far-field wake models based on conservation principles. These models are simplified by the fact that the rollup process is typically rapid enough that viscous effects can be neglected during this phase, and that the wake velocities are very nearly two dimensional. The results from the rollup model can then be used as initial conditions for a viscous wake decay model.

Several models for the rolled up inviscid wake have been proposed and used throughout the years. Many of the models begin with an assumption on how the vorticity is distributed, such as in the Rankine vortex or the Lamb-Oseen vortex. These models have the advantage of simplicity but require some other method to determine the appropriate core size. This is often done by a method first proposed by Prandtl and more fully developed separately by Milne-Thompson and Spreiter & Sacks. This method is based on conservation of mechanical energy applied over a large control volume containing the aircraft. It is assumed that the induced drag of the aircraft is approximately equal to the kinetic energy of the fluid in the Trefftz plane. This approach neglects kinetic energy due to axial velocities, and energy lost to viscous dissipation. While the approach is a sensible one, the choice of vorticity distribution is rather arbitrary. The Rankine vortex is commonly used with the Prandtl method leading to a core size prediction a little over 8% of the wing span. However, agreement with experimental results is rather poor. Experimental data show smaller core sizes, and that the assumption of all the vorticity being contained within the core is rather inaccurate. Other simple vorticity profiles such as the Lamb-Oseen vortex can be used with the Prandtl method but core size is still over predicted.

We use a wake rollup method first proposed by Betz, and later made more visible by Donaldson. The
method has shown excellent agreement with experiment.\textsuperscript{21,24} The Betz model does not require an assumption on the assumed form of the vorticity distribution, but rather computes it based on other invariants. For an incompressible, 2-D, finite vorticity distribution, using the continuity equation and the vorticity equation, it can be shown that the time derivatives of the following quantities are all zero.\textsuperscript{25}

\[
\Gamma = \int \gamma dA
\]
\[
\Gamma_y = \int y \gamma dA
\]
\[
\Gamma_z = \int z \gamma dA
\]
\[
\Gamma_r = \int (y^2 + z^2) \gamma dA
\]

The Betz model assumes that each vortex rolls up into axially symmetric vortices and that the influence of one vortex on the other during the rollup process is negligible. This allows each half of the flow field to be considered separately leading to the following equations:

\[
\frac{d\Gamma}{dt} = 0
\]
\[
\frac{d\Gamma_y}{dt} = 0
\]
\[
\frac{d\Gamma_z}{dt} = -\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left. \frac{w^2}{2} \right|_{y=0} dz
\]
\[
\frac{d\Gamma_r}{dt} = -\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (z - \bar{z}) \left. \frac{w^2}{2} \right|_{y=0} dz
\]

where \(\bar{y}\) and \(\bar{z}\) are the centroids of vorticity (\(\bar{y} = \Gamma_y/\Gamma_0\) and \(\bar{z} = \Gamma_z/\Gamma_0\)).

In the present form computation of the rollup procedure is still not straightforward. Betz made one final simplifying assumption. \(\Gamma_r\) is a measure how much the vorticity is spread about its centroid. As seen from this last equation \(\frac{d\Gamma_r}{dt}\) is zero if the vorticity distribution is vertically symmetric. This is the case both initially as a flat wake and finally when roll up is complete. Betz assumed that \(\Gamma_r\) should not change significantly during the entire roll up process, and that it should also be approximately conserved locally.\textsuperscript{25} Donaldson,\textsuperscript{24} Rossow,\textsuperscript{26} and Jordan\textsuperscript{27} were independently able to discover a simpler relationship relating the initial spanwise distribution of vorticity, and the final rolled up distribution.

\[
r = \bar{y} - y
\]
\[
\Gamma_r(r) = \Gamma(y)
\]

This relationship provides a mapping from the original lift distribution to an axially symmetric rolled up wake (see Donaldson\textsuperscript{25} for further details on the present discussion).

Rossow has shown that although the assumption of axially symmetric vorticity distributions may seem restrictive, this “first order” approximation is surprisingly accurate, even when superimposing multiple axially symmetric vortex pairs in a flowfield.\textsuperscript{28} He has also shown that starting with conservation of energy as one of the invariants, the end result is the same as that of Betz method. A limitation of the original Betz method is that it is applicable only to lift distributions which are close to elliptic (more specifically to lift distributions in which the absolute value of the vorticity decreases monotonically from tip to root). However, a number of extensions to this method have been proposed throughout the years to increase its range of applicability. For example, Mason has extended the method to any wing planform that can be represented using lifting line theory.\textsuperscript{29} Donaldson and Rossow have extended the methodology to complex lift distributions, such as those generated from a flaps-down configuration.\textsuperscript{24,26} These methods may be important in extended formation flight in order to study wings with winglets. These extended Betz methods have shown reasonable agreement with experiment, however it is not always clear in the case of multiple vortices whether these vortices will remain distinct, merge, or one will disperse and distribute its vorticity around another vortex.\textsuperscript{25}
B. Core Size

As noted previously, the results from using a Rankine vortex grossly overestimate core size (radius of peak velocity) when compared to experimental results. Spalart notes that the viscous core is often surprisingly small, about 1% of the span, and that the growth of the core is very slow.\textsuperscript{21} A relatively recent series of experimental tests were conducted to estimate wake vortex core size.\textsuperscript{30} These tests were conducted at different airports (Wallops Island, Idaho Falls, JFK) with different aircraft (C-130, B-727, B-757, B-767, MD-11) and used different experimental methods (velocity probes measured from a follower aircraft, hot film anemometers on an instrumented 200 foot tower, ground based continuous wave LIDAR). Figure 1, whose data is taken from their paper shows that the results were fairly consistent among all the tests, and that core size was relatively independent of distance behind the aircraft. This data is also consistent with earlier flight tests which showed core sizes of about 2% span even at 200 spans behind the airplane.\textsuperscript{31}

Figure 1: Vortex core radius as a function of normalized time. (Data for figure taken from Delisi et al.\textsuperscript{30})

The normalized time used in this paper is defined as

\[ t^* = \frac{w_0}{b_0} t \]

For an elliptic lift distribution this definition of normalized time can be rearranged to give

\[ \frac{x}{b} \approx 6 \frac{AR}{C_L} t^* \]

For an aspect ratio 8 wing with a lift coefficient of 0.5, a normalized time of 1 corresponds roughly to 100 spans. Since the downstream spacing of our formations are well within the normalized times examined in the experiments, we use the result that core size should be roughly constant and be between about 1-2% of the wing span.

These measurements of vortex core radius, similar to most experimental reports in the literature, are given relative to the wing span. However, this is not necessarily a relevant parameter to reference core size to. As an example, let us imagine the two different lift distributions shown in Figure 2. The first is an elliptic lift distribution, while the second is the same lift distribution with a flat section added inboard. The second lift distribution corresponds to an aircraft with a larger span, but the constant lift section does not add any additional vorticity. In effect we have just taken the same rolled-up vortex pairs from the first lift distribution and increased the spacing between them. If we use the criteria that core size is a fixed fraction of wing span then we would reach the unexpected conclusion that the second vortex pair must have larger core sizes. While the case may be a little contrived, in formation flight a trailing aircraft often has a flatter lift distribution due to increased upwash at its tips. If we have a third aircraft in the formation then it is important to correctly estimate the core size from the second aircraft with the flatter lift distribution.
Figure 2: Two example lift distributions to demonstrate fallacy of referencing core size relative to wing span.

A more relevant parameter to reference core size to is what we will call the vortex radius. Since there is not a sharp boundary defining the vortex size, for this analysis we define it to be the radius at which 99% of the circulation is contained in (this radius is similar to the parameter denoted $r_2$ in Spalart’s work\textsuperscript{21}). An example is shown in Figure 3. For an elliptic lift distribution this radius is found to be 32.5% of the wing span (or 83% of the Betz radius). Thus, a core radius of 1-2% span for an elliptic lift distribution corresponds to a core radius which is 3-6% of the vortex radius. This method avoids the problems associated with using wing span as a reference parameter in specifying core size.

Figure 3: A representative vortex circulation distribution showing the definition of vortex radius used here.

In this analysis, the swirl velocity predicted from the solid body core is joined to the swirl velocity predicted by the Betz method with a cubic spline joining the two pieces. Smoothness in the swirl velocity is important since gradient based optimization is used for some of the results. A comparison with the wake rollup method used here, and a higher fidelity 2D Navier Stokes calculation done by Spalart\textsuperscript{32} is shown in Figure 4. Good agreement is observed between the two methods. The result in the figure is using a core size of 4.5% of the vortex radius (the mean value from our estimation method). Also shown in the figure is a comparison to a commonly used Rankine-Prandtl vortex.

As mentioned, a flat wake model is often used in close formation flight analyses. It is of interest to compare the induced drag savings predicted from a flat wake model to that from the Betz with core model. Figure 5 shows a comparison between these models for a two aircraft formation of identical aircraft, with ten spans streamwise separation. In the Betz case, the trailing aircraft is vertically aligned with the center of the wake. As the wake evolves behind the lead aircraft the optimal location for the trailing aircraft changes, as does the magnitude of the induced drag savings.

A corresponding contour plot for the Betz with core model is shown in Figure 6. The effect of rollup and descent of the wake is clearly seen. The area for which 20% or more induced drag savings is realized is encircled. This highlights the large region for which significant drag reductions are realized. The computation of induced drag is discussed in more detail in a later section.
C. Wake Decay

One of the first widely recognized models for vortex decay was due to Greene.\textsuperscript{33} His model used three terms to predict wake motion and decay. The first term in his model is due to drag on an oval of fluid treated like a solid body. Later models discard this term because as noted by Sarpkaya, a drag force acting on a free vortex pair is not hydrodynamically sound.\textsuperscript{34}

The second term is a buoyancy force due to stratification of the atmosphere. This force is a function of the Brunt-Väisälä (B-V) frequency, which characterizes the frequency of oscillation for a fluid particle displaced from equilibrium in a statically stable atmosphere. The B-V frequency is given by

$$N = \sqrt{\frac{g}{\theta}}$$

and is normalized as

$$N^* = \frac{N b_0}{w_0}$$

The last term is a viscous term due to atmospheric turbulence. Although Greene used a root mean square turbulence velocity in his model, most later models use the eddy dissipation rate as it is a more fundamental turbulence parameter.\textsuperscript{34} Crow and Bate\textsuperscript{35} showed that the appropriate normalization for the eddy dissipation rate is

$$\epsilon^* = \left(\frac{\epsilon b_0}{w_0}\right)^{1/3}$$

Over the years many models have been proposed to extend and refine this model. In recent years there are mainly three models which have undergone continued development and testing.\textsuperscript{36} These models are due to Holzäpfel,\textsuperscript{37,38} Sarpkaya,\textsuperscript{34} and Transport Canada.\textsuperscript{39}

For this analysis the Holzäpfel model is used because it tends to be more conservative for our application, and it allows uncertainty analysis to be more easily incorporated. The form of the circulation decay is based on an analytical solution to the Navier-Stokes equations for plane, rotating flow.

$$\frac{\Gamma(r,t)}{\Gamma_0} = 1 - \exp\left(\frac{-r^2}{4\nu t}\right)$$

Both LES and experimental data suggest that vortex decay occurs in two phases, a diffusion phase and a rapid decay phase.\textsuperscript{36,40} The Navier-Stokes solution is modified to allow for these two phases, and to adjust

Figure 4: Good agreement is shown between our modified Betz model and a 2D Navier Stokes computation done by Spalart.\textsuperscript{32} Also shown is the Rankine-Prandtl model for comparison. (only the right half of the symmetric velocity profile is shown)
Figure 5: Comparison of induced drag savings between flat wake model and Betz with core vortex model for a two aircraft formation with ten spans streamwise separation.

For the diffusion phase, the normalized circulation decay is given by

$$\Gamma^* = A - \exp\left(\frac{-R^*}{\nu_1^*(t^* - T_1^*)}\right)$$

and during the rapid decay phase

$$\Gamma^* = A - \exp\left(\frac{-R^*}{\nu_1^*(t^* - T_1^*)}\right) - \exp\left(\frac{-R^*}{\nu_2^*(t^* - T_2^*)}\right)$$

where $A, R^*, T_1^*, T_2^*, \nu_1^*, \nu_2^*$ are coefficients tuned from LES simulations. The time when rapid decay begins ($T_2^*$) is based on the work of Sarpkaya and Crow and Bate with slight modification to better agree with other published LES data. Holzäpfel’s model has been demonstrated to produce reasonable agreement with flight test data.

A few typical results from the Holzäpfel model are shown in Figure 7 for low, moderate, and high turbulence in a neutrally stratified atmosphere. From the figure we can see that there is a diffusion range which is self-similar, followed by a rapid decay range which is dependent on turbulence and stratification levels. The shaded regions show the 95% confidence intervals for wake strength as a function of normalized time. The incorporation of uncertainty analysis is discussed later in section G.
Figure 6: Contours of the formation induced drag fraction for a two aircraft formation with ten spans streamwise separation. Solid line contour indicates region of 20% or more induced drag savings for the formation.

Figure 7: Normalized vortex circulation as a function of normalized time for three different turbulence levels. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals.
D. Linearized Vortex Filament Method

The wake decay models of the previous section are based on the wake behind a single aircraft. For extended formation flight, if the formation consists of more than two aircraft, we must also consider the interaction of vortices from different wakes. If vortices come in close proximity to each other, instability growth can be amplified leading to a more rapid decay of the vortices.

In this study we take a simple approach to estimate the effect of wake interaction on decay based on linear stability theory. It is assumed that the vortices continue to decay as described by the diffusion phase in Holzäpfel's model until either time $T_2^*$ is reached, or until a critical growth in amplitude of the vortex instabilities is reached. At that point it is assumed that the vortices follow the rapid decay rate used in Holzäpfel’s model. The critical amplitude growth factor is estimated from linear stability theory for the wake behind a single wing at a given atmospheric condition. The wake is propagated out to time $T_2^*$, and the corresponding amplitude growth factor is taken to be the critical amplitude growth factor. An example is shown in Figure 8. In this case, vortex 2 and 3 reach the critical amplitude growth factor and start undergoing rapid decay. Vortex 1 has not yet reached time $T_2^*$ and is thus, still in the diffusion phase.

![Motion of vortices in y-z plane. Note proximity of vortex 2 and vortex 3.](image1)

**Figure 8**: An example showing vortices in close proximity entering rapid decay sooner due to growth in instabilities. ($\epsilon^* = 0.2, N^* = 0.7, 50$ span separation)

The linearized vortex filament method used follows the approach of Crouch. The location of vortex $n$ is parameterized as

$$r_n = x_n e_x + (y_n(t) + \hat{y}_n e^{i k x_n}) e_y + (z_n(t) + \hat{z}_n e^{i k x_n}) e_z$$

For a three aircraft formation, $n = 4$ since there are two vortex pairs trailing from the lead and middle aircraft (Figure 9). Crouch linearized the above equation under the assumption that the perturbation amplitudes are small relative to the separation distance of the vortices. This assumption is not strictly true in cases where the vortices are close to one another. However, using a higher fidelity tool to predict perturbation growth would have been infeasible given the number of simulations performed, and the results presented here were found to be relatively insensitive to wake instability amplitude growth rate at the streamwise separation distances considered. With the disturbance vector proposed by Crouch, $\phi = (\hat{y}_1, \hat{y}_2, \hat{y}_3, \hat{z}_1, \hat{z}_2, \hat{z}_3, \hat{z}_4)^T$, linear stability theory leads to a set of equations $\frac{d\phi}{dt} = A\phi$.

The linear system of equations can then be solved to yield perturbation amplitudes for any time downstream. In the formation configurations studied here, it is the inner vortex pair that is of interest in tracking the instability amplitudes. Thus, we define $\phi_i = (\hat{y}_2, \hat{y}_3, \hat{z}_2, \hat{z}_3)^T$ to be the inner vortex disturbance vector and the growth factor to be

$$\text{growth factor} = \frac{||\phi_i||_2}{||\phi_{i0}||_2}$$
E. Wake Propagation

At each time step the decay of the vortices is updated and the induced velocities at all other vortices is computed. The effect of buoyancy due to stratification is incorporated using the method of Holzäpfel. This is essentially Greene’s method with a slight modification to better match LES data. Buoyancy effects on wake propagation are typically negligible in this application unless the stratification is large, and streamwise separation between the aircraft is also large.

F. Lift and Induced Drag

Although not necessarily optimal, a typical lift distribution for a large commercial transport is used for the lead aircraft. For the trailing aircraft, the effect of the influence of the wake(s) from lead aircraft are used when computing the lift distribution. For each aircraft the angle of attack is adjusted so that each flies at the same lift coefficient, and ailerons are deflected anti-symmetrically to trim in roll. Ailerons are assumed to be along the outer 30% of the semi-span. Section lift coefficients are computed to ensure unrealistic deflections are not required to trim. The induced drag of the lead airplane is computed using a standard Trefftz plane method, since the trailing aircraft are far enough back that they are assumed to exert no influence on the lead aircraft. A near field method is used to compute the induced drag of each trailing aircraft due to its own normalwash and that from any wakes trailing upstream.

G. Uncertainty Analysis

Wake development is a stochastic process. There is variation in atmospheric conditions, stochastic behavior due to turbulence, and uncertainty in the parameters used in the models. Rather than use a deterministic model, many of the parameters in the model are assumed to be random variables sampled from a Gaussian distribution. For each random variable, reasonable bounds are established and assumed to be \( \pm 3\sigma \) events. The parameters assumed to be random variables, and their corresponding bounds are discussed in this section.

The rapid decay phase parameters \( T_2^* \) and \( \nu_2^* \), initial wake circulation, and vortex core size are all assumed to be random variables. Bounds on the wake decay parameters are the same as those used by Holzäpfel in his studies. Initial wake circulation after rollup is assumed to be known within \( \pm 10\% \). Variations in core size are estimated to be between 3% to 6% of the vortex size, as discussed previously.

Vortex instability growth depends on the wavenumber of the period disturbances, and the initial perturbations both of which are assumed to be random variables. The wavenumber of the periodic disturbances is assumed to vary between 0.6 to 1. The initial perturbations in vortex position are not expected to follow a specific distribution, but are rather chosen randomly and then the initial perturbation vector is normalized to have norm 1.

Wind gradients and turbulent gusts add uncertainty in tracking the wake downstream. The stochastic nature of turbulence leads to variation in the wake’s location. The estimation procedure for these bounds is similar to that done by Holzäpfel. It is assumed that the rms ambient turbulence velocity can be used to

Figure 9: Depiction of a typical vortex configuration used in the linearized vortex filament method.
give reasonable bounds on the uncertainty in the wake position as follows

\[ y_{u,l}^* = y^* \pm \int q^* dt^* \]

where \( y_{u,l}^* \) represent the upper and lower bounds on normalized lateral position of the wake. If we assume that the turbulent eddy viscosity is constant between aircraft, and use an approximation relating turbulent eddy viscosity to rms turbulent velocity used by Donaldson\(^{25}\)

\[ q = (8\Lambda \epsilon)^{1/3} \]

the bound on error in lateral position can be expressed after some rearranging as

\[ \frac{\Delta y}{b_0} = \pm \frac{1}{2\pi AR_0} \left( \frac{\Lambda}{b_0} \right)^{1/3} \frac{\Delta x}{\epsilon^*} \]

The longitudinal length scale of the turbulence depends on stratification and altitude, but since it appears in the equation as \( \Lambda^{1/3} \) it need only be known within the right order of magnitude. Greene estimates that this parameter should be between \( b_0 \) to \( 8b_0 \) for many different aircraft and atmospheric conditions.\(^{33}\) Thus, \( \Lambda \) is included as a random variable with those bounds. As seen in the equation, the uncertainty in wake location depends mainly on atmospheric turbulence and how far apart the aircraft are spaced downstream. The equation for vertical uncertainty in wake location is of the same form.

Even with precise knowledge and predictive ability of wake location, there will still be tracking error due to control limitations. The tracking error used in this analysis is based on close formation flight tests conducted by NASA using two F/A-18 airplanes.\(^{43}\) In the tests, steady state tracking accuracy was always better than \( \pm 9 \) ft in zero to low turbulence conditions. Although, as compared to close formation flight, the location of the wake is more uncertain for extended formations, this analysis assumes that similar tracking accuracy will be achievable. Successful implementation will likely require the use of technologies other than differential GPS to track the location of the wake (such as LIDAR or exhaust gas temperature monitoring). In any case, the results presented here assume that the aircraft is able to position itself optimally with respect to the wake to within \( \pm 9 \) ft.

Finally, there is uncertainty in atmospheric properties. These, however are not assumed to follow a known distribution. Because atmospheric properties depend strongly on many variables such as location, season, altitude, time of day, etc. a “typical distribution” may be misleading. Instead, specific values are used in order to show the effect of different levels of atmospheric turbulence and stratification. The atmosphere is often unstably stratified at altitude, but can be strongly stratified at times. A value of \( N^* = 1 \) is a rough upper limit corresponding to aircraft with large spans and an atmosphere with a high lapse rate. Values for the normalized eddy dissipation rate can be roughly divided into three regions. Values below 0.02 correspond to weak atmospheric turbulence, between 0.02-0.2 to moderate turbulence, and anything larger than 0.3 as strong atmospheric turbulence.\(^{34}\) Strong atmospheric turbulence levels are of less interest in this study, since extended formation flight would not be used in such atmospheric conditions.

For each given formation and atmospheric condition, the optimal positioning of the aircraft is first found assuming no uncertainty in the parameters. This optimal spacing is used as a starting point for the Monte Carlo simulations. Optimization is performed using the sequential quadratic programming method, with gradients computed by finite differencing. This does not imply that the expected value of the Monte Carlo simulations should approach the optimal solution, in fact it is far from that. It merely provides a reasonable starting point assuming one might try to position the aircraft optimally if there was no variation in the parameters. Three hundred Latin Hypercube samples are used for each simulation to characterize the uncertainty in the formation’s performance. While there are more efficient methods to characterize uncertainty, the analysis is fast enough that these tools are sufficient. A summary of the various uncertainty bounds used in this analysis is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Variation of parameters assumed to be random variables sampled from a Gaussian distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$-3\sigma$</th>
<th>$+3\sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time when rapid decay phase begins function of turbulence, and stratification (weakly)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid decay rate function of stratification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial circulation after wake rollup $90%\Gamma_0$</td>
<td>$110%\Gamma_0$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vortex core size relative to vortex size</td>
<td>$3%$</td>
<td>$6%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavenumber of period disturbance</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial perturbation in vortex positions (random numbers s.t. $</td>
<td></td>
<td>\phi_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal integral scale of turbulence</td>
<td>$1b_0$</td>
<td>$8b_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vortex position (function of turbulence, and aircraft streamwise spacing)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking error (4)</td>
<td>$-9\text{ft}$</td>
<td>$+9\text{ft}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Formation Comparisons

In addition to a two aircraft formation, three different types of three aircraft formations are explored in this analysis (Figure 10). The V formation is similar to a typical V formation, but the trailing aircraft is further back in the streamwise direction to maintain separation between the different aircraft. The same is true of the inverted-V formation. The figure is only representative, as the streamwise separation distances are actually much larger for extended formation flight.

![Figure 10: Three-aircraft formation types explored in the analysis.](image)

First, the effect of turbulence on induced drag savings is examined. The streamwise spacing between aircraft is fixed at 20 spans. At these separation distances the effect of stratification is negligible since stratification mainly affects the rapid decay rate of the vortices. Figure 11 shows the induced drag of the formations as a function of normalized eddy dissipation rate. Labeled on the x-axis are the regions which roughly correspond to low and high levels of turbulence. The eddy dissipation rate is plotted on a log scale to more easily see the rise in drag with turbulence. At normalized eddy dissipation rates below about 0.05, the induced drag is essentially unaffected by turbulence level. At higher turbulence levels the formation induced drag fraction increases linearly with $\epsilon^*$ (exponential increase on a log-plot). Three aircraft formations provide about 13% additional formation induced drag savings on average as compared to two aircraft formations at these separation distances in low to moderate-low turbulence. Subsequent cases shown in this paper use fixed $\epsilon^*$ values of 0.02 and 0.2, which correspond to the low and high end of moderate turbulence values. The latter value is not used to suggest that extended formation flight is practical at those higher turbulence levels, but is intended to demonstrate the effect of turbulence on performance.

The turbulence and stratification level is now fixed and streamwise separation between the aircraft is varied instead. Four combinations of turbulence and stratification levels are analyzed. The mean performance
Figure 11: Mean formation induced drag fraction as a function of turbulence level with 20 spans streamwise spacing.

from Monte Carlo simulations is shown in Figure 12. As seen, the level of turbulence can play a significant role in performance. This is particularly pronounced at larger streamwise separation distances because of the effect of gusts on the vortex position. Stratification has more of an effect on the three aircraft formations because the separation distance from the lead aircraft to the trailing aircraft is twice as long as the corresponding two aircraft formations. However, as seen from the figures the effect is still relatively minor.

Of the three aircraft formations, the inverted-V formation seems to consistently perform a few percent worse than the others. The reason for this is that almost all the drag savings are realized only by the trailing aircraft, whereas in the other two three-aircraft-formations the drag savings are more evenly distributed between the second and third aircraft. In a stochastic environment this makes the inverted-V formation more sensitive to variation. However, unlike the other formations, the inverted-V formation has a nearly symmetric lift distribution on the trailing aircraft. This has some unmodeled advantages which should be kept in mind while interpreting these results. One of these is trim drag due to roll. In this analysis, each configuration is trimmed in roll and any inviscid trim drag penalties are captured. However, if viscous drag were included in the analysis, the two aircraft, V, and echelon formations would have a more significant viscous trim drag penalty since they carry a more unbalanced load distribution. Even more important are transonic considerations. The larger aileron deflections required for the two aircraft, V, and echelon formations can be problematic at transonic speeds due to increased drag, buffet, etc. In addition, structural and control considerations would likely favor the more symmetric loading of the inverted-V formation.

The echelon formation is seen to deviate from the performance of the other three aircraft formations at large separation distances. This is shown more explicitly in Figure 13 which shows the corresponding 90% confidence intervals for the \( \epsilon = 0.02 \) cases. The \( \epsilon = 0.2 \) cases are not shown here because the three aircraft formations are all very similar, and a different comparison is shown later. The large variation in the echelon’s performance can be explained by the path of the vortex propagation. In a V or echelon formation two of the vortices are in close proximity. This causes that pair of vortices to both propagate and decay at an accelerated rate. Because the strength of the vortex from the second aircraft is stronger than that of the lead aircraft (especially at larger separation distances) that vortex pair tends to move away from the lead aircraft’s wake (see Figure 14). In a V formation this means that this pair of vortices moves away from the trailing aircraft, but in a echelon formation the trailing aircraft may be flying near the path of these vortices. Depending on the the position of the aircraft and the vortex, this can either increase or decrease the induced drag savings experienced by the trailing aircraft. Because this relative positioning is sensitive to many factors, the echelon formation exhibits a larger uncertainty in drag reduction. Regardless of whether or not this phenomena is used to increase or decrease drag, if the trailing aircraft flies through the interacting vortices it can have a negative impact on ride quality. This is due to the acceleration of the growth rate of the perturbation amplitudes of the pair of vortices in close proximity. Thus, although
Figure 12: Mean formation induced drag fraction as a function of streamwise separation distance.
optimization methods could find “optimal” formations that exploit this phenomena, this may come with an unacceptable degradation in ride quality.

Figure 14: Wake propagation history starting at lead aircraft and ending at trailing aircraft for a typical echelon (or V) formation.

Figure 15 shows 90% confidence intervals of the aggregate of the previous data separated by turbulence level. The results from the echelon formation at large separation distances are excluded from the results, because of the ride quality issues discussed previously. For separation distances less than about 20 spans all of the three aircraft formations achieve essentially the same performance. In the low-moderate turbulence case with 20 spans streamwise separation, a two aircraft formation saves between 26-31% in induced drag, while a three aircraft formations saves between 38-45% in induced drag (90% confidence intervals). These lower turbulent levels are more representative of conditions that formation flight would be employed in.
IV. Contributions to Variance in Drag Savings

To understand which factors contribute the most to the variation in performance, Monte Carlo simulations are re-run varying one parameter at a time while holding all the others fixed at their mean values. Of course different combinations of parameters can have important effects, but this should give us a good idea of what the dominant sources of uncertainty are. Results for the two aircraft formation are shown first. The breakdown of the relative contribution of each parameter to the total variance ($\sigma^2$) is shown for $\epsilon^* = 0.02$ and $\epsilon^* = 0.2$ in Figures 16a and 16b respectively. Other parameters not labeled are negligible, or do not contribute to the variation in a two aircraft formation because of the smaller separation distances (rapid decay and vortex instability parameters).

Figure 16: The relative contributions of total variation ($\sigma^2$) in formation induced drag for a two aircraft formation.

Tracking error is the dominant source of error for low to moderate-low levels of turbulence and streamwise spacings less than about 75 spans. The trailing wakes are assumed to be rigid, and tracking error here only refers to the positioning limitations of the control system based on data from the NASA flight tests, as discussed previously. Variation due to initial circulation after rollup is also seen to be significant. However,
the variation in circulation used is rather large for this low turbulence scenario. In any case, variance in initial circulation would on average have no effect on the formation induced drag since perturbations can either increase or decrease the drag savings and do so relatively symmetrically. In contrast, variation in tracking position in any direction results in increased drag (assuming that the aircraft would be positioned optimally if no error existed). For higher turbulence levels, the variation due to turbulent gusts is dominant. Advances in technology can be used to help decrease the dominant contributions to the variance. Precision navigation techniques and remote sensing technology such as LIDAR can help decrease relative positioning error. Still, formation flight is more practical where turbulent gusts do not play a significant role. This corresponds to low to moderate-low turbulence with streamwise separation distances less than about 75 spans for a two aircraft formation.

Figure 17: The relative contributions of total variation in formation induced drag for an inverted-V formation.

The contributions to total variance is also shown for an inverted-V three aircraft formation. Turbulence levels of $\epsilon^* = 0.02$ and $\epsilon^* = 0.2$ are shown in Figures 17a and 17b respectively. The labels #2 and #3 refers to the tracking error for the second and third aircraft of the formation respectively. The total variance is of course larger for these cases compared to the two aircraft formation, but the relative contributions to the variance are fairly similar. Gusts, however, start to contribute more variance at smaller streamwise separations. Thus, three aircraft formations are likely only practical in low to moderate-low turbulent settings with streamwise separation distances less than about 50 spans. For the moderate-high turbulence case we see that the total variance begins to taper off after about 75 spans. The reason for this is that the rapid decay phase begins around that distance, and thus the upstream wakes start to have less of an effect on the trailing aircraft.

V. Conclusion

Extended formation flight shows promise for offering significant reductions in induced drag in a realistic environment. By extended formation flight we mean formations with aircraft separated by more than ten spans in the streamwise direction for safety reasons. A Betz wake model based on far field conservation principles, is modified with an empirically based core size. This simple method is found to agree well with more sophisticated calculations (2D N-S) for the upwash distributions from a rolled up wake. Two phase wake decay models developed extensively by Holzäpfel[36,38,41] are used to propogate the wake downstream. Monte Carlo simulations are incorporated to allow for realistic variation and uncertainty in parameters affecting wake decay, wake instabilities, wake propagation, and aircraft tracking. The main conclusions of the analysis are:

- For streamwise separation distances less than about 30 spans in low to moderately low turbulence levels, a two aircraft formation achieves a maximum reduction in induced drag of 30 ± 3%, while a three aircraft formation achieves a maximum reduction of 40 ± 6% (95% confidence intervals). At
these distances, the different configurations of three aircraft formations achieve essentially the same aerodynamic performance.

- An inverted-V formation is more sensitive to variation in induced drag savings, but may be more advantageous due to its more symmetric loading on the trailing aircraft.
- Tracking error is the largest source of variation in induced drag savings. Technology in precision navigation and remote sensing may be useful to help minimize this variation.
- Extended formation flight may only be practical for low to moderately low turbulence levels with streamwise spacings less than about 40 spans. At larger separation distances turbulent gusts start to play a dominant role in the variation in performance.

Extended formation flight is a concept with the potential to significantly improve the efficiency of long-range flights. However, as mentioned, there are a number of considerations that still need to be evaluated before formation flight can be considered practical in a commercial environment. For aircraft that fly at transonic speeds, the change in loading (both from the upstream wake and from the deflection of control surfaces in order to trim) can give rise to significant compressibility drag penalties. High-fidelity simulations are needed to determine the magnitude of the compressibility effects, and how best to address them. Other considerations are difficult to assess by simulation alone, such as the effect on the handling and ride quality due to flying through the wake of another aircraft. There are many open questions regarding the guidance, navigation, and control strategies of formation flight, ranging from the type of sensors to be used, to the amount of energy expended by the control system to maintain formation. Some additional considerations include the impact and strategies for formations of dissimilar aircraft, formations composed of a larger number of aircraft, and routing of formations. We are currently exploring some of these areas in order to more fully evaluate the potential of using formation flight for the purpose of reducing fuel consumption.
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